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SUMMARY

Organisation�
Hulamin

Industry
Manufacturing

Business�Problem
Need to reassess business processes after 
fourfold growth.

Methodology
Lean Six Sigma

Solution
Trained Lean Six sigma green belts. Planned 
and implemented Lean Six Sigma projects.

Benefits/Results
R50 million per annum.

Key�Tools�Used
 � Value Stream Map
 � Pareto
 � Affinity
 � Value-add/Non-Value-Add Analysis
 � Takt Time
 � SIPOC
 � Spaghetti Diagram
 � Standard Work

“From first-hand experience, we are 
convinced that this is the best way for 
us to ensure a culture of continuous 
improvement.” 

- Danie Joubert,
- Hulamin Business Improvement Specialist

Problem Solved.

Why�continuous�improvement?

During the past decade, Hulamin’s 
production more than quadrupled. Due 
to this tremendous growth, management 
realised that the company’s business 
processes had to be re-assessed and that 
a culture of continuous improvement had 
to be created. Danie Joubert, business 
improvement specialist, was appointed to 
champion this improvement project and 
subsequently identified several areas for 
improvement. After extensive research, it 
was decided that Lean Six Sigma was the best 
solution to address these key performance 
areas.

How�does�a�company�learn�to�
implement�Lean�Six�Sigma?

Once Hulamin had identified that Lean Six 
Sigma would be one of the best business 
tools to achieve the company’s strategic 
objective of continuous improvement, 
Joubert used a capability matrix to identify 
the most suitable company to assist 
them with Lean Six Sigma training and 
implementation. As a result, BMGI South 
Africa was selected to implement a pilot 
roll-out.

Training�green�belts:�the�first�step�
to�implementing�Lean�Six�Sigma�

The first step for Hulamin was to to enrol 
selected employees in Lean Six Sigma 
green belt training. “Teaching green belts 
throughout a company is the only way one 
can ensure that everyone works towards 
the same, key strategic objectives,” explains 
BMGI Founder, Salomon Erasmus. “But most 
importantly, through Lean Six Sigma green 
belt training, employees on all skill levels 
learn to comprehend the impact of every 
one of their actions and buy into the LSS 
approach. They are given the tools and the 
skills to perform at their absolute best and, 
in turn, they help your company perform at 
its best.”

Lean�Six�Sigma�green�belts�in�
action:�the�results�at�Hulamin

Once the employees had been suitably 
equipped, the identified improvement 
projects were tackled by simply putting the 
Lean Six Sigma methodology into action. 
Within months, Hulamin could see tangible 
results.

The�Remelt�plant�yield�rate�
increased�by�18%�and�saves��
R17�million

The first project was to improve the 
extremely low recovery and yield rates 
at a metal recovery plant. Revisiting the 
processes with the help of the Lean Six Sigma 
tools led to an 18 percent increase in yield 
rate within the first few months. This, in turn, 
led to hard cost savings of R17 million per 
annum on this project alone! Hard savings 
are defined as tangible savings from metal 
recovered and metal saved from extinction 
by burning up. 

Soft�savings�from�increased�
productivity�and�efficiency�

The edge quality at the hot mill was not 
always satisfactory. In addition, much time 
was lost maintaining or changing the blades 
of the trimmer, which were frequently 
damaged during this process. Under the 
leadership of John Ashton, the maintenance 
engineer, Lean Six Sigma principles were 
applied to these maintenance processes as 
well. A mere two months into the project, 
some impressive results had already been 
achieved:

• A more reliable method was 
implemented that improved the edge 
quality and minimised damage to the 
trimmer blades.

• The average downtime for this particular 
process in 2007 was around 9 hours per 
month. The crew reduced this to below 
4,5 hours per month and managed to 
maintain it for more than six months.

Lean Six Sigma leads to cost savings of R50 million!

CASE�STUDY���|��Hulamin’s�Quest�For�Continuous�Improvement�
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“Teaching green belts throughout 
a company is the only way one 
can ensure that everyone works 
towards the same, key strategic 
objectives.” Salomon Erasmus, 
founder BMGI South Africa.

Who�is�BMGI�South�Africa?

BMGI South Africa has, for many years, 
been the leading business performance 
excellence partner to corporate leaders 
from around the globe. Although we 
have made it our business to become 
leaders in new developments that 
improve business processes, we do not 
subscribe to a single, catch-all system.

Problem Solved.

CASE�STUDY���|��Hulamin’s�Quest�For�Continuous�Improvement

• A soft saving of around R4 million per 
annum was recorded for this project, 
alone. Soft savings are defined as 
potential benefits and are generated by 
factors such as time saved and speed 
increases. The resulting productivity 
gains can be applied in the future 
to improve profits or address other 
demands.

Overall�cost�savings�of�R50�million!

Hulamin applied other Lean Six Sigma 
principles to tackle a number of other 
improvement projects at the same time. The 
result was an overall, tangible cost saving of 
an astounding R50 million per annum! Of the 
overall saving of R50 million, R37 million was 
hard savings and R13 million was deemed 
soft savings. “Although we were very pleased 
with the direct cost savings, we were even 
more satisfied with the non-tangible results, 
like the improved line speed of downstream 
processes due to improved edge quality, 
which leads to improved future potential for 
our company,” enthused Joubert. 

Why�was�this�programme�so�
successful?

Joubert explains that this success would have 
been impossible without BMGI and points 
out that they were particularly impressed 
with BMGI’s ‘two instructor’ approach: 
“During every training session, they had two 
instructors who complemented each other 
very well. While the one was teaching, the 
other would pick up on additional elements 
that should be addressed. Another important 
factor was their hands-on approach. They 
did not simply teach the theory, but assisted 
us fully with practical implementation within 
the work place.”

The�way�forward�for�Hulamin

Based on the successes achieved, Hulamin 
now intends to enroll most of its employees, 
on all skill levels, for Lean Six Sigma training. 
“From first-hand experience, we are 
convinced that this is the best way for us to 
ensure a culture of continuous improvement,” 
states Joubert.

Any company wishing to achieve any of the 
following strategic objectives will benefit 
tremendously from Lean Six Sigma training:

• Elimination of waste

• Continuity of improvement projects

• Maintenance of advanced skills on all 
levels

• Methodical optimisation of operational 
procedures

• Minimum deviation from manufacturing 
specifications

• Reduction of defects in all processes

• Overall maximum performance

• Consistent, increased profitability

Companies that are not yet familiar with Lean 
Six Sigma and related principles, but who are 
keen to test the efficiency of these business 
disciplines at their companies, can also 
enrol employees for Lean Six Sigma green 
belt training. This will give them exposure 
to the concept and what it can do before 
committing to full implementation.

ABOUT�BMGI

BMGI enables companies throughout the 
world to identify and solve their most 
important business problems, with a strong 
emphasis on sustainable results. During its 
long history, BMGI has developed solutions 
for a broad spectrum of businesses across 
many industries, driving the success of 
process-improvement, design and innova-
tion initiatives. Just a few of BMGI’s clients 
are General Dynamics, TNT Express, Avis 
Budget Group, China Chemical, Graphic 
Packaging, Siemens, Hitachi and Philips 
Electronics. For more information, please 
visit the BMGI website at www.bmgi.com               

Lean Six Sigma is a set of business process 
management disciplines aimed at identifying 
the causes of defects and methodically 
optimising systems to to eliminate 
deficiencies, improve operating efficiencies, 
minimise manufacturing variations and 
reduce waste. 

Every Lean Six Sigma project is carried out 
within a defined sequence of procedures and 
has financially quantifiable targets, such as 
an increase in profits or reduction in costs.

What�is�Lean�Six�Sigma?

Hulamin is an independent semi-fabricator 
of aluminium products, supplying products 
such as sheet and plate, can stock, foil 
and extrusions, as well as a range of 
finished products that include aluminium 
foil containers and fabricated building 
components. 

An industry leader, Hulamin scooped up 
the KZN Top Business Award in 2008, 
outperforming 150 other strong contenders 
that included the likes of ArcelorMittal 
Newcastle Works, Bearing Man, Clover, 
Engen Refineries, Mondi, Nampak, Rainbow 
Chicken, Sappi-SAICOR and Toyota. 

COMPANY�BACKGROUND




